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Hi.  Justin and I are going to do a little tag-teaming this afternoon. I’ll start out telling you about the AlabamaMosaic project, then Justin will talk about his work helping smaller organizations participate, then I’ll finish up by giving you the “hard sell”.I’m Midge Coates. My official job is Digital Projects Librarian at Auburn University Libraries, but I’m also the project manager for AlabamaMosaic. This is a statewide digital collection and a project of the Network of Alabama Academic Libraries. [click]



What Does “Distributed” Mean? 
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AlabamaMosaic is what we in the library world call a “distributed” digital collection. And the rational question at this point is “What does ‘distributed’ mean?”In this context, “distributed” means that there isn’t one big master collection. Some big collaborative collections have one server in one location, and all the participants turn over their stuff to the central organization to manage.That’s not how we do things. All our member institutions create and manage their own collections, and the digital objects stay in their original locations, in their native collections. The AlabamaMosaic project is more like a giant state-wide catalog for digital materials. We pull records from all these member collections together into one database and make it accessible from the AlabamaMosaic Web site. So Web users can find things either through the AlabamaMosaic Web site or through the members’ own Web sites. It doesn’t take anything away from the members, it just adds another way for folks to find members’ materials.[click]
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The AlabamaMosaic project is geographically “distributed”, as well. Our contributing institutions are located all around the state. And although it is a project of an academic library consortium, our contributors include the State Archives, public libraries, and even a few museums and some organizations that don’t fit into those neat categories.[click]





Some Numbers 

• 261 distinct collections 
• 34 contributing institutions 
• 179,569 digital objects 
• Usage for 2015-01-01 – 2015-12-31 

– 15,887 visits, 78,906 page views 
– 60% visits from Alabama 
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Some folks like to see numbers, so here are a few:As of January 2016, AlabamaMosaic had [click] 261 distinct collections from [click] 34 institutions which adds up to catalog entries for [click] 179,569 digital objects. [click] Looking at our Google Analytics numbers for the 2015 calendar year, we had [click] 15,887 visits and 78,906 pages viewed.[click] Although we think of ourselves as being interesting mostly to Alabamians, only 60% of our visitors were from Alabama, the rest came from outside of the state. [click]





Technology 

• AlabamaMosaic catalog uses the 
open-source VuFind software. 

• Individual members can use any 
content management software that is 
OAI-PMH-capable. 

• We create software tools to harvest 
members’ metadata from OAI feeds 
and create catalog records. 
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Some folks also like to know about the underlying technology.[click] The AlabamaMosaic catalog is created using the open-source cataloging software VuFind. This software contains a database of records for all AlabamaMosaic objects and allows online users to search the catalog and display those records.[click] Our member institutions can use whatever content management software they prefer, as long as it allows collection metadata to be harvested using the Open Archive Intiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting. Originally, all AlabamaMosaic collections had to be in CONTENTdm but now we are also harvesting from DSpace, Omeka, and Acumen collections. [click] We (or rather I) do that harvesting using some software tools that the programmers I work with created for me to take the OAI-PMH feed from a given collection and transform it into VuFind catalog records. Each institution’s set-up is different, so I customize those tools for each collection. If you’re creating public digital collections at your institution, please come talk to me about what content management software you’re using. I’d like to see if we can create tools to harvest it.[click]





Adding New Collections 

• Collection owner creates the collection 
(with our help, if desired). 

• Collection owner notifies us the collection 
is ready to index. 

• We harvest collection metadata from the 
OAI-PMH feed and index the collection. 

• We add collection information to the 
AlabamaMosaic Web site. 
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[click] So, what’s the process for adding collections?[click] First, the member creates the digital collection. If they’re new to the process of creating digital collections, Justin and I can help out.[click] Once the collection is complete or when it’s “complete enough”, the member lets us know that they’re ready to have it included in the catalog. [click] I access the OAI feed and use it to get the collection’s metadata, and I convert that to VuFind records.[click] Then we add a link to the collection to our Browse Collections listing.That’s how it works. I also keep a master spreadsheet of existing collections and review it several times a year. I do this because sometimes repositories add new content to their existing collections. When I see new content, I can re-harvest.[click]





Types of Materials Found in 
AlabamaMosaic 

• Photographs 
• Postcards 
• Letters 
• Diaries 
• Oral histories 
• Newspapers 
• Yearbooks 
• Scrapbooks 

• Sheet music 
• Maps 
• College records 
• Census records 
• Church records 
• Govt. records 
• Funeral programs 
• Photos of artifacts 
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[click] Sometimes people ask me what we have in AlabamaMosaic.[click] [click] Just about everything imaginable. If you can digitize it, one of our partners has probably put it online.[click]



AlabamaMosaic Home Page 
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This is the home page for AlabamaMosaic. We have the search box up here where people can easily see it. The search box is present on all pages, so patrons can initiate a new search whenever they like.We have a rotating slide show of images from the collection here.[click]



VuFind Index: Search Results for Alabama River 
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This is what our search results page looks like. This is a search for the term “Alabama River”. [click] Over here on the left-side are facets. You can use these to narrow your results list by institution, by specific collection, by creator, or by subject terms. [click] Over here on the right, are the search results. You get the document’s name, the repository that owns it and a thumbnail.  [click]
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When you click on one of the item names, you go to the index record for that item. This shows you a larger version of the thumbnail, the item description, subject terms, and a link back to the original item in its native collection. [click]
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Here is that same item we just saw the index entry for, in its original collection, in this case at the state archives.Instead of just the thumbnail, we get the full sized image, and we can print or download from here.And, if we were to scroll down, we’d see additional information about the image.[click]





STOP! 
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OK, this is where Justin and I switch up.





Why Create Digital Collections? 

• Visibility 
• Preservation 

–Physical objects 
–Intellectual content 

• Monetization 
–Low res images online 
–High res images for fees 
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Normally, when I’m giving a talk like this, I’m either addressing librarians and archivists or a group of educators. This is the first time I’ve spoken to a group of museum professionals. I’m not a museum professional myself, but I did do an internship at a museum village way back in ‘97. As we move forward, I’m going to try to keep in mind the things I learned during that experience. Technology has advanced, but some things are perennial.[click] So, I’m sure that many of you are thinking, “Yes, yes, this is all very nice, but what does it have to do with *my* institution?” “Why should I even consider creating a digital collection?”[click] Digital collections make your institution more visible. They bring you to the attention of folks who’ve never even heard of you before they find you online. That’s true for the collections indexed in AlabamaMosaic, but it’s also true for any digital collection that is indexed by search engines like Google. So I guess I’m saying that you should consider doing a digital collection, even if you don’t choose to participate in AlabamaMosaic. Yes, your Web site makes you visible, but digital collections can extend that visibility.[click] Now, we all know that digitization is *not* the same thing as preservation. (I don’t care what that Board member keeps telling you.) BUT digital collections can help you protect some objects from too much handling and/or exposure to light. Some institutions are now digitizing fragile objects like photographs, posters, and ephemera and then using high quality printed replicas to create their exhibits and leaving the originals in storage. If your institution is doing this, you’ve already got the start of a digital collection right there.In some cases, digitization can also capture and make available the *intellectual content* of objects that are, sad to say, beyond preservation, such as tintypes that are silvering out or audio tapes that are delaminating. Yes, digital cannot replace the original object. But, when that object is slipping away from us, digital can help us hold onto something of what the object has to tell us.[click] OK, monetization is *not* something I usually discuss when I’m talking to libraries and archives. But I can get real with you folks. Museum collections are more expensive to acquire and more expensive to maintain than library collections. And museum budgets are usually leaner than library budgets because of a public perception that museums are a luxury, an indulgence, rather than a necessity.So, revenue streams are vital to museums. If you have some desirable photographs (or posters or whatever), then you can have [click] an online collection of low resolution images to attract potential users, and [click] charge fees to folks that want to use the high resolution versions. It’s not an automatic gold mine, but it’s already being done by some of our members. You know better than I do if you have materials that are in high demand.[click]





What Are Digital Collections? 

• NOT online exhibits  
• NOT digital exhibit catalogs (unless you want 

them to be) 
Interpretation is your product—We don’t 
demand that you give it away for free. 
• Digital Collections = Digital materials + 

descriptions + search terms 
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You all know the difference between “Collections” and “Exhibits” in the physical world. Your institutions have “Collections”, and you do interpretation of artifacts from those Collections to create “Exhibits”. And sometimes you also create an exhibit catalog with even more interpretation.It’s pretty much the same in the digital world. So when I talk creating digital Collections, I’m not talking about [click] an online Exhibit or even [click] an online Exhibit catalog.[click] I’m *not* talking about taking the product of all the hard work you do interpreting your collections and then making that product available for free online. That wouldn’t be good for you. You need to get feet through the door. Whether you’re charging admission fees or not, you need to get the feet through the door to make your Board happy.So what am I talking about?[click] “Digital collections” are groups of digital (or digitized) materials, accompanied by descriptive metadata, which should include search terms. Descriptive metadata makes digital objects findable online. You need folks to find your materials online so that they can find you. Visibility. [click]





What Can I Put in My Museum’s 
Digital Collection? 

• Photographs of “signature” 3-dimensional artifacts 
• 2-dimensional artifacts: Photos, maps, posters, etc. 
• Materials you produce 

– Research publications 
– Museum newsletters 
– Institutional scrapbooks 
– Museum Friends’ event photos 
– Anniversary/Event photos and materials 
– Oral history collections 
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A lot of you are still thinking that digital collections just won’t work for your institution. Because museum objects aren’t really amenable to representation on a computer screen. But hold on a moment. Let’s re-think this.[click] A museum’s digital collection doesn’t have to be an re-creation of its artifact collections. I’m talking about creating a online *presence* for your institution, by using whatever you have that seems appropriate.[click] [click] That might be photographs of some of your “signature” artifacts. Not all of them, just enough to get your message across.[click] It might be a collection of 2-dimensional objects like photographs or maps or posters. [click] It might even be materials that your institution has created itself. [click] Does your institution produce research publications based on your collections?[click] Do you produce a regular newsletter highlighting your history, your collections, your exhibits?[click] Do you have scrapbooks showing your institution’s history? [click] Does your Friends group take photographs of their events? (You do have a Friends’ group, right? Of course, you do.)[click] Did you have a significant anniversary recently or did you participate in a local history event? Are there materials you created for that event? Posters, flyers, pamphlets??[click] Have you done oral history projects, either on your own or with local schools or churches?Any of these would be suitable for a digital collection. Any of these would make your institution more visible online.[click]





But … 

• Who would we get to do the work? 
• What would we have to do? 
• How would we get started? 
Talk to us—We want to help. 
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[click] So, I’ve been talking about digital collections as if you’ve got personnel with tech skills just sitting around with lots of time on their hands. And I know that’s not the case for some of you. OK, it’s not the case for *any* of you. But it’s especially not true for the small shops. You folks have got 1, maybe 2, FTEs and a handful of volunteers. And none of those folks are exactly techno-experts. You’re even outsourcing your Web site, and it’s basically just a photo of your facility, your location and phone number, and a listing of the hours you’re open. But …Maybe there’s a college student who lives nearby who would like to do a summer internship and thinks that museums are cool. (They are, of course.) Maybe a Board member has a grandchild that likes to tinker with computer stuff. Maybe there’s a recent retiree in your community with some computer skills. Maybe you yourself would like to do something that doesn’t involve a leaky roof or a clogged toilet.[click] The hard part of digital collections isn’t the digitization. These days, digitization can be a lot like using a photocopy machine. And the software isn’t that hard, either. The hard part is deciding what to put in your collection and figuring out the best way to describe it so your target audience can find it online. Justin and I can help you out with that. [click] If you’ve never done a digital collection, we can help you get started. Justin talked some about that process. You can start small. Just a few items. See how that works for you. Then you can stop there or go on and add more.[click] If you’re interested, come up and talk to us after the panel. Or email us. We’ll be happy to help you out.If you’ve already got one or more digital collections and you’d like to have your objects included in the AlabamaMosaic catalog, let me know. If you’re using a software format that we don’t already know how to harvest, then we can work on creating new tools that can handle it. [click]



Thank you. 

www.alabamamosaic.org 
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That’s the end of my sales pitch.Here’s the URL for the project if you want to check it out for yourselves.Thank you.
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